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Observing and living with the seasons 

Warning – Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander teachers and students are advised that this curriculum 
resource may contain images, voices or names of deceased people.

TEACHER GUIDE 
Y1 SCIENCE & HASS
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Australian Curriculum Link 
Science/Year 1/Science as a Human Endeavour/Nature and development of science/ACSHE021

HASS/Year 1/Knowledge and Understanding/Geography/ACHASSK032

Science/Year 1/Science Understanding/Earth and space sciences/ACSSU019 

HASS/Year 1/Inquiry and Skills/Researching/ACHASSI019

Australian Curriculum Content Description 
ACSHE021: Science involves observing, asking questions about, and describing changes in, objects and events.

ACHASSK032: The weather and seasons of places and the ways in which different cultural groups, including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples, describe them. 

ACSSU019: Observable changes occur in the sky and landscape.

ACHASSI019: Collect data and information from observations and identify information and data from sources provided.

Y1 SCIENCE & HASS
Observing and living with the seasons 

Australian Curriculum Elaboration 
ACSHE021: Recognising how Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples use changes in the landscape and the sky to answer questions about when to gather certain resources.

ACHASSK032: Comparing the Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander People’s seasonal calendar for the local area with one students are familiar with, such as the four-seasons calendar derived 
from Europe. 

ACSSU019: Recognising the extensive knowledge of daily and seasonal changes in weather patterns and landscape held by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples.

ACHASSI019: Gathering information about the weather and seasons from the media, their own observations and from stories (for example, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander stories).

Essential question 
How can observing the seasons in the world around us help us look after ourselves and the environment?

https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/science/?strand=Science+Understanding&strand=Science+as+a+Human+Endeavour&strand=Science+Inquiry+Skills&capability=ignore&priority=ignore&year=12001&elaborations=true&cd=ACSHE021&searchTerm=ACSHE021#dimension-content
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/humanities-and-social-sciences/hass/?strand=Inquiry+and+skills&strand=Knowledge+and+Understanding&capability=ignore&priority=ignore&year=12097&elaborations=true&cd=ACHASSK032&searchTerm=ACHASSK032#dimension-content
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/science/?strand=Science+Understanding&strand=Science+as+a+Human+Endeavour&strand=Science+Inquiry+Skills&capability=ignore&priority=ignore&year=12001&elaborations=true&cd=ACSSU019&searchTerm=ACSSU019#dimension-content
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/humanities-and-social-sciences/hass/?strand=Inquiry+and+skills&strand=Knowledge+and+Understanding&capability=ignore&priority=ignore&year=12097&elaborations=true&cd=ACHASSI019&searchTerm=ACHASSI019#dimension-content
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Australians Together Learning Framework 
Tells Australia’s narrative through the lens of 5 Key Ideas that inform teachers and students about Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander perspectives.

A past that shapes our story 
as a nation

Students will critically engage 
with Australia’s stories and 
understand the impact our 

history continues to have on 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander people and all who call 
Australia home.

What’s it got to do with me?  

Students will explore why 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander histories and cultures are 
relevant to them today. 

Everyone has culture. 
Know about your culture and 
value the cultures of others

Students will learn more about 
their own culture and identity, 

and gain a better understanding 
of, and respect for, Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander cultures. 

Steps we can take to build 
a brighter future  

Students will gain an 
understanding that a brighter 

future is possible for all 
Australians, but to get there we 

each need to play our part. 

Injustice from the impact 
of colonisation 

Students will recognise the pain 
and disadvantage many 

First Nations people experience, 
that started at colonisation and 

continues today.

Glossary 
Terms that may need to be introduced to students prior to teaching the resource: 

bush tucker: foods that First Nations people hunt and collect from Country, often using culturally-specific methods. 

Country: the lands where Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander communities have always lived.

First Nations people: Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Peoples. 

germinate: to begin to grow or develop into a plant.

landscape: visible features of an area of land.

oral histories: historical information recorded verbally rather than in writing; through stories or word-of-mouth.

seasonal calendar: an annual cycle divided into parts according to what the weather, animals and plants are doing at different times of the year.

sustainable practices (food): practices that enable food to be gathered or hunted without negatively affecting the animal’s or plant’s ability to survive or reproduce.

Western: relating to countries in western Europe and other developed countries, such as the USA and Australia, that share the same political systems and policies, and have 
common cultural ideals and beliefs, as those western European nations.
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Teacher guidance Ideas for student activities

Introduction Before beginning the study, it’s important to ask students to access their prior knowledge about the topic 
with an introductory question or activity.

Students will learn how different seasonal calendars, both Western and Indigenous, describe the yearly 
patterns of change in weather, sky, plants and animal behaviour. This unit will also help to build an 
understanding of the extensive seasonal knowledge held by First Nations people and how this knowledge is 
used to inform food and resource collection, as well as look after Country. 

Useful resources 
Jack Hartman’s simple video, Four seasons in the Southern Hemisphere, describes the seasons and months 
in a catchy way to help memory (03:47): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=061ePX3k-hA 

Learning with Sarah’s video, The seasons and hemispheres, about the four seasons will extend students 
thinking about the Northern Hemisphere and the Southern Hemisphere, which may help them to 
understand the way seasons can look different in different places in the world (03:33): https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=qHgs8dcmB4M

Activity tables for the Western seasons 
Note: collection and preparation of materials is 
required for this activity.

Set up four tables and a ‘book corner’ based 
around the Western understanding of our seasons. 
Include items relating to each season on each table, 
for example: 

• Summer: beach equipment, hats, sunscreen, 
mosquitoes.

• Autumn: dried leaves, harvested items like 
grains.

• Winter: snowflakes, ice, a watering can to 
represent rain.

• Spring: flowers, fan for wind, butterflies.

Book corner: a selection of texts about seasons 
With the class, brainstorm ideas of how they might 
explore the activity tables for the Western seasons. 
Ideas may include: 

• Pretend that you’re on the beach. 

• Experiment with how wind moves things. 

• Create a ‘loose parts display’ to represent the 
season using the items on the table (build or 
make in a way that can be easily deconstructed 
for re-use).

Provide time for students to explore the items and 
record any creations or ideas with a photo. 

Reflect on the session together using the photos 
for students to share what they did for each 
seasons table.

Seasonal calendar and chart of weather 
symbols 
Note: preparation of cardboard seasonal calendar 
is required.

Prepare a seasonal calendar for the class using a 
large cardboard circle (80 cm approximately) and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=061ePX3k-hA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHgs8dcmB4M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHgs8dcmB4M
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Ideas for student activities

four quadrants for the seasons. If possible, make it 
function like a wheel so students notice it’s a cycle 
that repeats each year. 

Ask students to draw small pictures for each of the 
quadrants to show what the landscape, weather, 
sky, animals and plants might be like at that time. 
Glue these onto the class seasonal calendar. You 
may also like to add birthdays of the students.

With the class, create a chart of weather symbols 
for different types of weather. You’ll need all of 
these weather conditions later in the learning 
journey: windy, humid, wet, dry, hot, cold, rainy, 
thunderstorms, cloudy, humid, dewy (later you’ll 
even need monsoons!). 

View a resource (book or video) about the four 
seasons. There are two options listed in ‘Useful 
resources’. 

Using the class weather symbols, record the 
weather for each season on the seasonal calendar.

Ask students: what do you like to do during each 
season? Record answers on the seasonal calendar 
wheel.

Seasonal picnic basket and community research 

Part 1 – activating prior knowledge  
Draw two large outlines of a picnic basket on 
A2 paper. One for students to fill in with their 
knowledge before their research and another to fill 
in with their knowledge after.

Explain to the class that they’re going to research 
what to put in a picnic basket at this time of the 
year without going to the shops! 

Ask students and record their ideas on the before 
picnic basket (formative assessment opportunity – 
making connections between season, activities and 
available foods). Ask students:

• Is it a good season for a picnic?
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Ideas for student activities

• Which season would be the best time for a 
picnic? 

• What foods are available at this time of the 
year?

• Who might know what fruits and vegetables 
are available? 

Part 2 – class research planning 
Plan with students how to find out if it is a good 
time of year for a picnic and what is available 
locally to put in the picnic basket. Discussion may 
lead to ideas including inviting in a community 
member who is knowledgeable about local plants, 
particularly food plants, and/or going on a walk to 
observe the environment and gardens. It may be a 
guided tour with the community member.

Explain to students that asking questions of the 
community member and making observations on 
their walk are ways of researching. Class planning 
may include: 

• Deciding who to invite and writing a letter to 
them.

• Writing questions for the guest.

• Deciding what to take on the walk. 

Discuss with students how to record their 
observations. They can use symbols from the 
chart of weather symbols as well as listing animals, 
insects, fruit, flowers and plants they notice. If 
available, students recording their observations by 
taking photos would be beneficial.

Part 3 – community knowledge and walk 
Note: organisation of local excursion and 
community member required. Students will require 
notebooks/clipboards for recording observations, 
and perhaps devices for photographs.

Help students to interview the community 
member. 
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Teacher guidance Ideas for student activities

Take a short walk around your local community, 
noticing the weather (including wind) what the 
environment’s doing and what’s happening in 
people’s gardens.

After the session with the community member 
and the walk, students can draw, or print and label 
pictures to put in the large picnic basket outlined 
on A2 paper. Ideas can also include tools they 
may need for managing conditions, for example, 
umbrella, mosquito cream or shelter for a wind 
break.

Reflect with students on the differences between 
the before and after picnic baskets of seasonal 
knowledge.

There are many stories that make up Australia’s history. It’s important to use resources that include 
perspectives and voices of First Nations people, such as those contained in this resource.

The following text may be useful for the ‘Re-enactment’ activity.

Some people came to Australia from England and brought their ideas with them 
Aboriginal people, the first people who lived on the mainland of Australia, have lived in Australia for many 
thousands of years. Torres Strait Islander people, the first people who lived in the Torres Strait Islands, north 
of Queensland, have lived there for many thousands of years.

There were also people in many other places around the world. One place was England. The people that 
lived in England had rain in spring, warm days in summer and would harvest their crops in autumn. They 
grew up sledding and skiing in winter. 

The people in England had large ships and wanted to find out more about places a long way away, and find 
a place to take their prisoners to as their prisons were getting too full. 

So, Captain Cook and his crew came from England to Australia and thought it would be a good place to stay 
and bring their prisoners. There was lots of fighting, both with words and weapons, as Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people wanted to stop the new people from taking over. 

Many people came from England to Australia. They brought lots of things with them. Can you guess some 
of the things they brought with them in their ships? Clothes, plants, animals, bags … they also brought ideas 
with them in their heads. 

One of the ideas they brought with them was knowledge about the seasons and the way the landscape, 
weather and sky behaves, and what they should do at different times of the year depending on the weather. 

Re-enactment 

Some people came to Australia from England and 
brought their ideas with them 
Note: for this activity you’ll need Lego people/pegs 
and a globe or map of the world for the teacher, 
and extra pegs for students.

Use a world map/globe and Lego people/pegs to 
point out locations and re-enact how Western 
ideas about seasons came to Australia. You may 
like to use ‘Some people came to Australia from 
England and brought their ideas with them’ from 
the ‘Teacher guide’ to assist with wording.

Split students up into small groups to re-enact the 
story with Lego people/pegs.
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Teacher guidance Ideas for student activities

Some of these things were the same in Australia, but many were different because they were in a very 
different part of the world. 

Help students connect with and acknowledge the importance of culture and examine the living cultures of 
First Nations Peoples, which have adapted and survived since colonisation.

Indigenous seasons  
The changes in nature throughout the year, that we call seasons, have been observed by First Nations 
people for thousands of years. Long before people came from England, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Peoples had observed and named the seasons they experienced. Different parts of Australia had a different 
numbers of seasons. 

Seasonal differences 
Talk with students about how the seasons people 
observe and describe in England can be different to 
what is seen in Australia. Use a globe to show how 
far away England is from Australia. 

Talk about how the seasons are different 
depending on where you are in the world and 
how because Australia is so large the seasons are 
different in different areas. You may like to ask 
students about what they’ve noticed about the 
weather on holidays to other places in Australia.

Going further: compare different towns on a 
weather app to show the descriptions of weather in 
different areas.

Seasons connected to weather, land, wildlife, 
plants 
Explain to students that they’re going to hear about 
the seasons from the perspective of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people. They’ll hear a 
Dreaming story and a poem from the Thurrawal 
(Dharawal) people of New South Wales. Challenge 
them to find new information for the class seasonal 
calendar. 

Read to the class the Thurrawal poem Birth of 
the butterflies (p. 17) to discover how Indigenous 
seasons are connected with patterns of change, 
both in the world and in animals, plants etc. 

Read out the winter and spring parts of the poem 
below the digital storybook. For effect, you may 
like to stop at the line “… but next year the spirit of 
spring will be back”.

Ask students to find their own quiet space in the 
room. Read out the poem again. As you read the 
poem again, students can act out the descriptions 
in the poem without talking. 

Student handout content  
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people observed, asked questions about, and described the changes 
in the landscape, nature and the sky throughout the year. This knowledge was passed on to their children, 
their grandchildren and so on. It was recorded and shared through oral histories, song, dance and 
ceremony (Annab 2020) and was used for living well and looking after Country.

Since Australia is such a big land, there are many different landscapes; there are deserts, beaches, 
mountains and others. Because of this there are many different climates. Some parts of Australia are 
tropical, with hot, wet summers. Some parts of Australia are cold and dry, or cold and wet. All these 
different landscapes and climates also mean there are different seasonal calendars around Australia. 

When is it a good time? 
Note: child-friendly wording used, so this may be a helpful way to explain the concept to students. 

The knowledge shown in seasonal calendars can show when it’s a good time to do different things. Making 
sure that we do things at certain times looks after the Earth and makes sure that there’s plenty of food, 
water and resources left for later. This is called sustainability.

Fire is very dangerous. Much of the Australian landscape needs fire sometimes. There are plants that need 
fire in order to germinate and grow. The Australian bush can get lots of dry bark, leaves, sticks and grasses 
on the ground. If this doesn’t get burnt sometimes it can build up and if there’s a wildfire, the fire can get 
way too big very quickly and become out of control. The knowledge of the seasons helps Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people to know when a good time is to burn small areas safely. The Atlas of Living 
Australia’s Fire and seasons calendar Wattleridge Indigenous protected area shows this knowledge.

Useful resources 
Read the story and poem Birth of the butterflies from the Thurrawal (Dharawal) people. There is also 
a digital story book, illustrated by the youth of the Ngaramura Project, which aims to support and re-
engage young Aboriginal people with education through cultural learning. Students can view the story 
and illustrations here: https://www.coomaditchie.org.au/dreaming-stories. You can purchase the book and 
support the project through the Coomaditchie, https://www.coomaditchie.org.au/ngaramuraproject

https://www.coomaditchie.org.au/dreaming-stories
https://www.coomaditchie.org.au/dreaming-stories
https://www.coomaditchie.org.au/dreaming-stories
https://www.coomaditchie.org.au/ngaramuraproject
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Teacher guidance Ideas for student activities

Some of these things were the same in Australia, but many were different because they were in a very 
different part of the world.

Learn about Indigenous seasonal calendars in this ABC News’ Behind the news video clip from 2017, called 
The different seasons in Australia’s Indigenous cultures (03:11): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_
vQVjCdq-2I

Goanna ate my homework (12:00) from the show Little J and Big Cuz (Season 1, Episode 5, 2017) 
teaches about bush tucker and the passing on of knowledge from older generations and shows that 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have all kinds of food, which is an important understanding 
to avoid stereotypes: https://www.littlejandbigcuz.com.au/watch OR https://www.sbs.com.au/nitv/
video/927843395757/Little-J-and-Big-Cuz-S1-Ep5-Goanna-Ate-My-Homework 

In this ABC Education’s video, Learn some of the Noongar language, we’re taught Noongar language and 
shown bush tucker for the people in the south-west of Western Australia. Many of these plants are also 
collected for medicine (03:20): https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/media/2307474/learn-some-of-the-
noongar-language 

Several seasonal calendars from around Australia can be found at the Indigenous weather knowledge 
website from the Bureau of Meteorology: http://www.bom.gov.au/iwk/index.shtml

The downloadable seasonal calendars produced by Traditional Custodians with the CSIRO are beautiful, 
heavily pictorial visual graphics that describe the change in seasons with references to plants, weather 
and animals. They include facts about the use of the landscape to fulfil someone’s needs for a healthy and 
sustainable life throughout the year. They also often reference important rules that relate to sustainability. 
The first calendar listed is used in this unit. The others show the wealth of knowledge that Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Peoples in Australia hold about the environment and would make a wonderful display 
to provoke questions and student engagement.

• Gulumoerrgin/Larrakia ecological knowledge from the Darwin region in the Northern Territory: 
https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Gulumoerrgin-Larrakia-seasons-calendar.
pdf?la=en&hash=35AA8A6B8225D56B742F04B117897DBE68DCEE8E

• Gooniyandi knowledge from the Fitzroy Valley region in the Kimberley region of Western Australia: 
https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/Environment/Land-management/Indigenous/Indigenous-calendars/
Gooniyandi 

• Walmajarri knowledge from the Fitzroy Valley in Western Australia https://www.csiro.au/~/media/
Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Walmajarri-seasons-calendar.pdf

• Kundjeyhmi knowledge from the Ngurrungurrudjba (Yellow Water) region in Kakadu National Park in 
the Northern Territory: https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Ngurrungurrudjba-
Yellow-Water-Seasons.pdf

• Ngan’gi ecological knowledge from the Daly River region in the Northern Territory: https://www.csiro.
au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Ngan-gi-seasons-calendar.pdf

Bring students back together and ask them for 
new information to record on the class seasonal 
calendar. Use the chart of weather symbols as well 
as listing animals, insects, fruit, flowers and plants, 
just like in the picnic basket activity.

If you’ve time, you also may wish to show students 
the illustrated digital story book of Birth of the 
butterflies.

Sharing Indigenous knowledge through 
seasonal calendars 

Knowledge about the seasons was and continues 
to be passed through oral histories, songs, dances 
and ceremony. Today, knowledge about the 
seasons in different areas in Australia is being 
recorded differently, as seasonal calendars. 

Watch ABC’s The different seasons in Australia’s 
Indigenous cultures (03:11).

Students can share what they found most 
interesting or if they learnt anything new.

A close look at an Indigenous seasonal calendar 
– weather 
The following activities are focused around the 
Gulumoerrgin seasonal calendar from Larrakia 
Country, the Darwin area in the Northern Territory. 
If you’ve access to a local Indigenous seasonal 
calendar for your area, you’ll be able to follow the 
activities but replace the seasonal calendar. See 
‘Useful resources’ for links to Indigenous seasonal 
calendars from around Australia.

• Look at the Gulumoerrgin seasons as a class.

• Show where Darwin is on the globe/map. 

• Show students the weather descriptions of the 
seasons around the outer ring of the seasonal 
calendar. 

• Compare to your chart of weather symbols 
and discuss how the weather changes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vQVjCdq-2I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vQVjCdq-2I
https://www.littlejandbigcuz.com.au/watch
https://www.sbs.com.au/nitv/video/927843395757/Little-J-and-Big-Cuz-S1-Ep5-Goanna-Ate-My-Homework
https://www.sbs.com.au/nitv/video/927843395757/Little-J-and-Big-Cuz-S1-Ep5-Goanna-Ate-My-Homework
http://www.bom.gov.au/iwk/index.shtml
https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Gulumoerrgin-Larrakia-seasons-calendar.pdf?la=en&hash=35AA8A6B8225D56B742F04B117897DBE68DCEE8E
https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Gulumoerrgin-Larrakia-seasons-calendar.pdf?la=en&hash=35AA8A6B8225D56B742F04B117897DBE68DCEE8E
https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/Environment/Land-management/Indigenous/Indigenous-calendars/Gooniyandi
https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/Environment/Land-management/Indigenous/Indigenous-calendars/Gooniyandi
https://www.csiro.au/en/Research/Environment/Land-management/Indigenous/Indigenous-calendars/Gooniyandi
https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Walmajarri-seasons-calendar.pdf
https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Walmajarri-seasons-calendar.pdf
https://www.csiro.au/sitecore/service/notfound.aspx?item=web%3a%7b578231E2-213B-4DAA-991B-CA8550925A09%7d%40en
https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Ngurrungurrudjba-Yellow-Water-Seasons.pdf
https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Ngurrungurrudjba-Yellow-Water-Seasons.pdf
https://www.csiro.au/sitecore/service/notfound.aspx?item=web%3a%7b18B567F7-199F-4384-977B-C75C8B04B56A%7d%40en
https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Ngan-gi-seasons-calendar.pdf
https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Ngan-gi-seasons-calendar.pdf
https://www.coomaditchie.org.au/dreaming-stories
https://www.coomaditchie.org.au/dreaming-stories
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vQVjCdq-2I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vQVjCdq-2I
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Teacher guidance Ideas for student activities

• MalakMalak ecological knowledge from the Daly River region In the Northern Territory: https://www.
csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/MalakMalak-and-Matngala-plant-knowledge-calendar.
pdf 

• Seasonal calendars from the Tiwi people from the Tiwi Islands, north of Darwin in the Northern 
Territory: https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Tiwi-plants-and-animals-
calendar.pdf 

The Atlas of Living Australia’s Fire and seasons calendar Wattleridge Indigenous protected area shows the 
way it’s important to understand the seasons when planning to burn: https://www.ala.org.au/blogs-news/
banbai-nation-community-season-and-fire-calendars/ 

throughout the seasonal calendar. Introduce any 
new terms like monsoon. Notice how the pattern 
finishes at the end of the year and begins again.

Bush tucker 
On the seasonal calendar there are lots of pictures 
of plants and animals. Read a few pieces of 
information about plants or animals to students. 
Explain that there’s a special name for the food 
that people hunt and collect from Country, it’s 
bush tucker. Watch Goanna ate my homework 
(12:00) then discuss these questions:

• What foods were in the video? Emu eggs, 
spaghetti …

• Berries were bush tucker – what made them 
‘bush tucker’? From the bush.

• Why is it important to listen to knowledge 
from adults who know about bush tucker when 
eating things straight from nature? Nanna in the 
movie knew the ‘proper way’, plants can be toxic 
or may need to be cooked before eating.

• Why didn’t they take all the emu eggs? To 
make sure there were some left so that more 
emus would grow up.

Talk about sustainable practices. 

Bush tucker – seeing someone collect plants, 
seeds and medicine too 
Bush tucker includes both hunting and collecting 
food. Watch the video Learn some of the Noongar 
language (03:20) to see how someone identifies 
and collects bush tucker from plants. Explain 
that the word toxic means poisonous. Challenge 
students to observe: 

• A plant that’s toxic.

• A plant that’s minty.

• A plant that’s collected sustainably by leaving 
some tubers behind.

https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/MalakMalak-and-Matngala-plant-knowledge-calendar.pdf
https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/MalakMalak-and-Matngala-plant-knowledge-calendar.pdf
https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/MalakMalak-and-Matngala-plant-knowledge-calendar.pdf
https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Tiwi-plants-and-animals-calendar.pdf
https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Tiwi-plants-and-animals-calendar.pdf
https://www.littlejandbigcuz.com.au/watch
https://www.littlejandbigcuz.com.au/watch
https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/media/2307474/learn-some-of-the-noongar-language
https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/media/2307474/learn-some-of-the-noongar-language
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Ideas for student activities

• A plant that’s made into a digging stick (a tool).

• A plant that’s medicine.

Indigenous seasonal calendar – making season 
boxes 
Explain that the class will be collecting and 
making items to put in a box for each season 
of an Indigenous seasonal calendar. Choose an 
Indigenous seasonal calendar and read about the 
different seasons as a class. Ask students to try to 
think of some items they can make or collect to 
show each season. 

Focus questions as you read through the calendar:

• What animals, plants, weather do you notice? 

• What are they doing at different times of the 
year?

Spend some time outside in nature collecting 
and making. Encourage students to think of 
creative ways to show the plant or animal they’re 
representing.

For example, to show information from the 
Gulumoerrgin seasonal calendar, students might: 

• Collect: seeds to show the seeds that are 
collected from the dundil (bush peanut) plant 
in damibila (barramundi/bush fruit time); shells 
to show that in balnba (rainy season) it’s time to 
collect shellfish; wattle flowers that tell us that 
sting rays are fat and plentiful in gurrulwa guligi 
(big wind time).

• Make: canoes out of clay to show how men 
went in canoes to hunt dugong (a marine 
animal commonly known as a ‘sea cow’) during 
dinidjanggama (heavy dew time).

• Bring from home: sultanas to show bush 
currants, which are collected in dalay (monsoon 
season).

Going further ideas:

• Set up a pretend fire with coals for students to

https://www.csiro.au/~/media/Environment/Indigenous/PDF/Gulumoerrgin-Larrakia-seasons-calendar.pdf?la=en&hash=35AA8A6B8225D56B742F04B117897DBE68DCEE8E
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learn about the way coals are used for cooking.

• Use vegetable dyes to colour paper towel, 
which can be made into fruits such as berries to 
incorporate the use of plants, like the red dye 
plant in the dalay season for colouring. 

When is it a good time? 
Talk about how the knowledge in seasonal 
calendars can show when it’s a good time to do 
things. See ‘Teacher guidance’ for possible wording. 

As a class, look at the Fire and seasons calendar 
Wattleridge Indigenous protected area. Discuss fire 
safety:

• What’s the weather like when it’s good to burn?

• What’s the weather like when it isn’t good to 
burn?

• Why might Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people have burnt the bush sometimes? 
Animals need the regrowth to eat; some seeds 
need fire to germinate.

Look again at the Gulumoerrgin seasonal calendar 
or the one of your choice. Ask students to choose 
a season and write and draw about what special 
activities you might do during that season using 
this sentence starter (assessment opportunity):

In (season name) … it’s a good time to … because …

The story of our nation’s past is hard to face but it’s important; it’s left a wound that can be seen in the 
inequality between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and non-Indigenous Australians. 
Help students understand how this wound continues to have an impact today.

The night sky connects to what’s happening on Country  
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples watch the sky to know when different seasons arrive and to 
know when to do different things throughout the year. 

The night sky connects to what’s happening on 
Country – listening task  
Tune students into this idea by listening to Ben 
Flick talk beside a campfire about what the Emu 
in the Sky means to him (Through our eyes) 
(02:22). Then, watch as Kirsten Banks, a Wiradjuri 
astrophysicist, uses scientific equipment at the 
Sydney Observatory to help describe the Emu in 
the Sky (Sky stories) (02:21).

Give a copy of the ‘Student handout’ to each 
student. Explain that there’s a challenge for them

https://www.ala.org.au/blogs-news/banbai-nation-community-season-and-fire-calendars/
https://www.ala.org.au/blogs-news/banbai-nation-community-season-and-fire-calendars/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LzFYFutiwoA
https://www.nma.gov.au/exhibitions/endeavour-voyage/sky-stories
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Student handout content  
The Seven Sisters star cluster 

On the east coast of Australia, watching the Seven Sisters (also known as Pleiades star cluster) told First 

Nations people when whales   were moving past that coast of Australia. In Central Australia, watching 

the Seven Sisters   told people the time of the year when dingoes   were breeding. Dingoes were 

an important source of warmth on cold nights, as well as a food source when it was a drought and other 

food was hard to find. Other First Nations people tell of the Seven Sisters connection to honey ants   , 

bush tomatoes   and the thorny devil   .

 

 

Figure 1: Seven Sisters, also known as Pleaides star cluster

Emu in the Sky (the dark patches of the Milky Way) 

The Emu in the Sky can be found in the dust lanes, or dark patches, of the Milky Way   . The Wiradjuri 

and Kamilaroi people watch the changing position of the Emu    in the Sky throughout the year, which 

has connections to what emus on the land are doing at different times (see Figure 2). This observation helps 

people to know when to collect emu eggs.

to do at home. Ask them to read along, noticing the 
pictures, as you read aloud: ‘The night sky connects 
to what’s happening on Country’, ‘The Seven Sisters 
star cluster’ and ‘Emu in the Sky’ from the handout.

Take time for them to understand the pictures for 
the Emu in the Sky.

Give the ‘Picture match sheet’ (see p. 0) to every 
student, then ask them to listen as you read the 
passage again and match the animal or plant with 
either the Seven Sisters or the Emu in the Sky and 
the labels.

Ask students to take home their handout and try 
to identify the Pleiades/Seven Sisters constellation 
and the Emu in the Sky.

Seasons somewhere else – critical thinking 
discussions 
Western knowledge of the seasons of summer, 
autumn, winter and spring has been brought from 
Europe and doesn’t always match the Australian 
landscape. Look with the class at the Western 
seasonal calendar you made earlier in the unit. 

Talk about when special events happen in the year. 
Discuss what the weather is like and what people 
do at special events during the year because of the 
weather. For example: 

• What’s the weather like at Christmas time? 
Hot, we have the air conditioner on.

• What do we do at Easter? Hunt in the garden 
for Easter eggs, because the weather is calm.

• Where does your family go in the middle 
holidays of the year? Snow skiing; nowhere it’s 
too cold.

Write months and special events on the class 
seasonal calendar.

Now, compare our personal experience of seasons 
in Australia with the Western seasonal calendar.
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Figure 2: The Emu in the Sky, seen in the dark bands of the Milky Way

 

 
Figure 3: The Emu in the Sky changes position during the year and has connections to what emus on the 
land are doing 

a. April–May, when the female emu is chasing males and pairs up for mating. 
b. June–July, when the male emus are sitting on the nest.  
c. August, when the chicks begin hatching. 
d. October–November, when it’s seen ‘sitting in the billabong’ encouraging the summer rains (Fuller et al. 
2014).

Image sources 
Whale: Anastasiia Sorokina/Shutterstock.com 
Seven Sisters constellation: Indigemoji 2019, reproduced with permission. 
Dingo: Indigemoji 2019, reproduced with permission.

Talk about which descriptions match your local 
area in Australia and which ones don’t. 

What might happen if? 
Display the Indigenous seasonal calendar the class 
has been studying.

Ask students ‘what if’ questions like:

• What if … people gathered the berries in this 
time of the year?

• What if … people hunted kangaroo throughout 
the whole year? There wouldn’t be as many 
kangaroos left to have babies and the food 
would die out.

• What if … I keep the fruit I collected in the 
fridge so I can have it all year round? That uses 
a lot of electricity which isn’t good for the 
environment.

• What if … I didn’t listen when someone told 
me the story about the Emu in the Sky? I would 
miss out on collecting emu eggs.

Ask students to finish the sentence starter and 
draw a picture (assessment opportunity):

‘It’s important to observe what happens in the 
seasons so … ‘
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Honey ant: Indigemoji 2019, reproduced with permission. 
Bush tomato: Indigemoji 2019, reproduced with permission. 
Thorny devil: Indigemoji 2019, reproduced with permission. 
Emu in the sky (Milky Way): Indigemoji 2019, reproduced with permission. 
Emu: Indigemoji 2019, reproduced with permission. 
Figure 1: S Paukin, in McClure 2019, reproduced with permission. 
Figure 2: R Norris & B Norris 2014, Emu dreaming, reproduced with permission. 
Figure 3: R Fuller et al. 2014, Journal of Astronomical History and Heritage, reproduced with permission.

Useful resources 
The Emu in the Sky is explained beside a campfire in Through our eyes – Dhinawan 'Emu' in the Sky with Ben 
Flick, (02:22): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LzFYFutiwoA 

In wonderful comparison to the fireside of Ben Flick, Wiradjuri astrophysicist Kirsten Banks, talks about her 
passion for astronomy and gives an insight into her life researching the night sky including the Emu in the 
Sky in Sky stories (02:21): https://www.nma.gov.au/exhibitions/endeavour-voyage/sky-stories

More information about Indigenous astronomy can be found at University of Melbourne’s Indigenous 
astronomy and seasonal calendars from 2000: https://indigenousknowledge.unimelb.edu.au/curriculum/
resources/indigenous-astronomy-and-seasonal-calendars

A stunning photo of the Seven Sisters can be found in Bruce McClure’s article Pleiades star cluster, aka 
Seven Sisters: https://earthsky.org/favorite-star-patterns/pleiades-star-cluster-enjoys-worldwide-renown

Help students understand that because they call Australia home this relates to them. Explore what’s 
happening, or has happened, around your local area that’s relevant to this topic.

As people recognise the extensive seasonal knowledge of First Nations people it encourages respect 
for both people and the environment. Finding out, valuing and sharing local seasonal knowledge is a 
demonstration of this respect for local First Nations people and knowledge. Also, as students learn more 
about their environment – naming, storytelling and explaining–they can take pride in it and are more likely 
build a stronger connection to it and look after it.

Exploring Indigenous seasons in your local area 
Find out what seasons are recognised by First 
Nations people in your area (or an area of your 
choosing). 

Find out: 

• What Indigenous season is it right now?

• Are there some special changes that happen 
each year?

• Can you spot any of these things this week at 
school or in the environment? 

Going further: make a class ‘seasons spotto’ based 
on the current Indigenous season in your local area. 
A spotto looks like a bingo chart of plants/animals/
weather to observe and tick off when seen. Print 
out a copy for each family or fill in a class one each 
morning to record new observations.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LzFYFutiwoA
https://www.nma.gov.au/exhibitions/endeavour-voyage/sky-stories
https://indigenousknowledge.unimelb.edu.au/curriculum/resources/indigenous-astronomy-and-seasonal-calendars
https://indigenousknowledge.unimelb.edu.au/curriculum/resources/indigenous-astronomy-and-seasonal-calendars
https://earthsky.org/favorite-star-patterns/pleiades-star-cluster-enjoys-worldwide-renown
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Help students critically and creatively process and demonstrate their learning on this topic by exploring 
meaningful ways to respond. Ask students to come up with their own ideas about what they can do. 

Students may like to demonstrate pride in their new knowledge by:

• Taking a family member on a special guided tour to observe and share stories about what they see.

• Trying some products made with native foods.

• Star gazing and share the ‘Student handout’.

• Finding as many signs around town that share Indigenous knowledge as you can, if you can’t find any, 
contact your local council.

• Making a bouquet of native flowers and giving them to someone special.

• Trying to grow some native food like Warrigal greens.

Response assessment menu 
Share your new knowledge about the Indigenous 
seasons in your area (or an area of your choosing) 
by:

• Drawing the items you may take on a picnic 
according to a season of the Indigenous 
seasonal calendar the class researched.

• Creating a ‘big book’ for your school library.

• Making a short video of the activities people 
can do during each season.

• Sharing your season boxes with your school 
through video or assembly.

• Sharing your ‘seasons spotto’ as a poster of 
things to find throughout the year in your local 
environment.
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Winter …

The wild screaming winds blow through the treetops, stripping branches and leaves and 
bending their tops until they are curved like the boomerangs of our tribesman.

The birds take shelter from the icy winter winds.

Insects even burrow into the ground.

Animals huddle into any shelter they can find.

Snow lays white on the ground.

The tribesman crouches in his small shelter made of barks and branches.

Man lives on the foods he has stored for the long winter months.

Wild winter winds and rain turn the world into a place of desolation.

Slowly it ends.

Spring …

The winds stop blowing one day and all living things hear a single roll of thunder.

It is a sign that “Mayra” the spirit of spring has left her home and is coming to melt the snow 
and ice of the mountain areas and touch the trees and plants with her warm fingers.

Mayra is golden.

The wattle and trees burst into flowers – they’re living clouds of green and yellow as trees 
and plants rejoice in the presence of spring.

The air is full of music with the waking of the birds.

The earth becomes a carpet of glowing colour.

Insects peer cautiously from their hiding places.

Birth of the butterflies
A story belonging to the Thurrawal (Dharawal) people
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When they see Mayra the spirit of spring they rush in the sunlight, spread their wings and 
uncoil their bodies from their long sleep.

Animals are full of new found joy.

Blood races in the veins of men and animals and happiness returns to the earth.

If only it would be spring forever.

Mayra knows that she is welcome only because she has chased away the spirits of gloom 
and coldness.

She knows that eternal spring would become wearying.

After the first rush of joy, she watches the sun as it grows in strength.

When the heat of summer sun becomes unbearable, Mayra knows it is time to be on her 
way.

But next year the spirit of spring will be back.

The dreaming story of the Birth of the Butterflies reminds us how important the cycle of 
seasons is.

As seasons move from one to another, so does life and death.

So in the dreaming a long time ago there was the first death and the Birth of the Butterflies.

When the world was young, the birds and animals had a common language and there was 
no death.

No creature had any experience of death’s mystery, until one day a young cockatoo fell 
from a tree and broke its neck.

The birds and animals could not wake it, and a meeting of the wise ones decided that the 
spirits had taken back the bird to change it into another form.

Everyone thought this a reasonable explanation.

To prove the theory the leaders called for volunteers who would imitate the dead cockatoo 
by going up into the sky for the whole winter.

STUDENT HANDOUT
Y1 SCIENCE & HASS
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During this time they would not be allowed to see, hear smell or taste anything.

In the spring they were to return to earth to relate their experience to others.

The caterpillars offered to try this experiment and went up into the sky in a huge cloud.

On the first warm day of Spring, a pair of excited dragonflies told the gathering that the 
caterpillars were returning with new bodies.

Soon the dragonflies led back into the camp a great pageant of white, yellow, red, blue 
and green creatures – the first butterflies, and proof that the spirits had changed the 
caterpillars’ bodies into another form.

They clustered in large groups on the trees and bushes, and everything looked so gay 
and colourful that the wise ones decided that this was a good and happy thing that had 
happened, and decreed it must be so.

Since then, caterpillars always spend winter hidden in cocoons, preparing for their dramatic 
change into one of Spring’s most beautiful symbols.

 
Source: Windsor, L & Ngaramura Project 2019, Birth of the butterflies, Coomaditchie 
United Aboriginal Corporation, New South Wales, viewed 9 November 2020, https://www.
coomaditchie.org.au/dreaming-stories. © Coomaditchie United Aboriginal Corporation, 2020.
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